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CENTRAL PATRICIA GOLD KI3ES LIKITED 

PATRICIA DISTRICT 

OHTARIQ

SUK&'ARY A*?D CCKCLUSIOHS 

General

1. The underlying rooks of the property are of Precambrian age
t

and incluse dacite, andesite, basalt, faff, egglomerete and iron form- 

ation, cut by gabbro end diorite and quartz porphyry* These rocks are 

in turn intruded by granite, feldspar porphyry, quarts porphyry and 

finally by diabase* The large granite mass lies Ifr miles or more south 

east.

2. The structural feature of the region is the Pickle lake- 

Crow River belt of Keewatin rooks lying within granite. On Central 

Patricia property, three subsidiary fold have been outlined as follows:

(a) The Central Patricia Kins syncline which strikes

roughly east-west, plunges east and is overturned slightly to the south. 

The axis of this fold lies about 1200 feet north of the shaft*

(b) An anticlinal structure south of the mine strikes 

17.40 W. to N. 50 3. and plunges northwest*

(c) The folded structure e t the Springer Mine, which strikes 

H* 25 S. to K. 30 S. The form of the fold has not been determined*

3. The combination of stresses developed by the folding of the 

rocks produced a complicated pattern of shear zones and tensional fract 

ures. The intersection of these shears and tensional fractures has 

been an important factor in the localization of the ore deposits.

-l-
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Central Patricia Vine

1. The rock formations in the immediate vioinity of the mine 

include andesite, Iron formation, gabbro, sheared quartz porphyry 

and d is base. The sheared quartz porphyry is probably intrusive, 

cutting Rcross the formations at A small angle, and was formed ear 

lier then the ore minerals. Four bands of iron formation are known, 

the centre pair representing one bed folded in a syncline and the outer 

pai: another similar bed.

2. The known ore deposit Rt Central Patricia Wines lies entirely 

within a bed or iron formation, which strikes east-west and dips 75O 

north. It he s been traced for 3400 feet from the Crow river east to 

within 350 feet of the diabase dyke. Values have been found to date 

at intervals over a l&ngth of 1850 feet. Workings indicate values to 

a depth of 500 feet and a recent diamond drill hole is reported to 

indicate values to a depth of 675 feet. Five faults cut and offset 

the mine iron formation. The movement on all except the Crow river 

fault has displaced the east segment of the iron formation to the 

south. On Crow river fault movement has been north side east.

3. The ore occurs in a series of shoots from 40 to 125 feet 

long and from a few inches up to 30 feet in width. These shoots 

follow approximately in strike and dip, the iron formation and 

rake to the e?st at 55O . In some places the complete width of the 

iron formation has been replaced by ore minerals, bat where only a 

part of the width of the iron formation is ore, it is generally 

confined to the hanging well side.

Two shoots have been developed from the surface to the 

500 level, one shoot from surface to 250 level and four shoots
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h*ve been indicated by drilling and in one case by work on the 

125 level.

4. The gold values P re associated not with vein quartz but 

with sulphide mineralization in the iron formation. The ore 

shoots have resulted from replacement of the iron formation along 

shattered zones. The important shattered zones ere localized 

ne*?r the intersection of two places of fracturing. One of these 

planes is the regional east-west shearing and the other which appears 

to be tensional is parallel to the ejris of the anticline to the south 

of the mine and strikes H. 45 W. to N. 50 W. The intersection of 

these *wo planes plunges east at 550 , the angle of rake of the ore 

shoots. The mineralizing solutions replaced the iron formation out 

ward from the narrow fractures and breccia zones along which the solut 

ions travelled. The principal minerals developed in the ore shoot* 

are arsenopyrite, pyrrhotite, pyrite, chalcopyrite, chlorite, quartz 

and gold.

5. The possibilities of the mine laterally and at depth are 

considered to be promising. Laterally, beyond the present mine 

workings, three ore shoots, X, F, and O are indicated by a few 

diamond drill hoj.es. Beyond G shoot there is a length of 1600 feet 

eastward to the diabase dyke still to be tested.
t

(To the west of Crow river-  --    -- drill)

In addition to the mine iron formation, a number of other 

iron formations are known and there are doubtless entensions which 

?re not known as they are covered by drift. Any of these where
. 4

properly fractured may be hosts for gold values, though it is likely 

the t these values will be localized at the intersections of fracture 

planes. Trilling is suggested to explore for these*
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As to possibilities at depth, there seems to be no reason 

why values should not extend to a considerable depth. Workings 

hfive shown the occurrence of ore shoots to a depth of 500 feet, 

drilling to 750 feet and the known llngth of the band of iron 

formation being 3400 at least, warrants the expectation of persis 

tence to ? considerable depth.

The Springer I'.ine

1. The rock formations in the immediate vicinity of the 

mine include dacite, andesite and basalt interbedded with iron 

formation. The strike of the formations is N* 25 to 30 5., 

dip steeply northwest. The volcanics and iron formation are cut 

by dykes and irregular masses of diorite, quartz porphyry, and 

feldspar porphyry.

2. Strong shear zones traverse the rocks and strike in 

three main directions:

(a) Parallel to and along the strike of the beds.

(b) N. 60 to 85 B., dipping steeply northward.

(c) 17.45 to 50 5., dipping steeply both northwest 
and south east.

3. The Ho. 6 vein is the principal showing. From date'available 

at the mine the gold values are restricted to the quartz and the wall 

rock carries very low values. The best Values occur in the wider port* 

~ion of the vein which strikes parallel to the main shear zone, R. 45 

to 50 B.

4. The structural relations suggest that the vein fractures 

were produced principally by the stressed which developed
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the zones of schistosity that are now marked by the linear 

depressions striking across the property at R. 45 to 50 5* 

These northeast shears are regarded as the major controls and 

are considered to be favorable zones along which to search 

for other gold bearing veins.

RECOlg'EHDATIOKS

(See next page)
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RECOir-BNDATICNS

general

(1) l resident geologist-engineer should be added to the 

mine staff. His duties should include:-

(a) The regular systematic geological mapping of the 

Central Patricia and Springer I'ines as development progresses.

(b) The logging and splitting of diamond drill core 

and gener?! direction of the drilling.

(o) The preparation and keeping up to date of all 

geological mpps and sections as veil as diamond drill hole records*

(d) The mine surveying.

(e) The supervision of the surface sampling*.

(2) All diamond drill core should be kept and a building 

with core racks should be provided for the safe storage of the core. 

In addition the mineralized portions of the core which are considered 

of sufficient interest to assay, should be split and one-half of the 

split core kept for reference purposes and to provide material for 

check assays if, as and when such assays are deemed necessary.

The desirability of keeping all the core and half the1 i** j
/Js-fJpAff**^

assayed portion rather than shipping the oore and assaying all 

the mineralized portions is that it affords an opportunity to 

check any new theory against the full record, already obtained. 

No two men log core exactly the same and most logs fail to record 

the gradual changes t ..s t take place in the rooks or. the faults 

and slips thot are often apparent in the drill oore and which 

are lost when the core is ehi-pped.
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The cost of storage of core as compared with t ae cost 

of obtaining it is small snd the P d Tan t age s of being able to 

refer to the fall core ere often so Important that we strongly 

recommend keeping all the unmineralized and half the assayed 

portions*

(3) There are a large number of surface trenches 

across mineralized iron formation on the property and no record 

is available at the mine of the results of the sampling from them* 

If these records cannot be found at head office it is recommended 

that all trenches showing mineralization be systematically sampled. 

The surface can be considered as another mine level and aa the 

assay records underground are complete it is just as important 

to h*1 ve a comlete record of the values on the surface. The greater 

part of the surface has been explored by trenches where the over 

burden is thin and most of t ne future exploration will have to be 

done by diamond Grilling. It is, therefore, important to know 

where the values exist in the exposed portions or whether the 

values found or the lack of values in mineralized surface exposures 

is an accurate guide to gold values B t depth. As an example it 

might be noted t^at the trenches above D.D. Holes 80 to 85 in the G. 

ore zone were reported to show low or no gold values but the drilling 

indicated values. Undoubtedly not high but still of sufficient inter 

est to war rent later development underground.

(4) It is con-sidered probable from an examination of 

the character of the ore nderground thc t the waste rock can be 

readily sorted out as the barren greenstone and the non-mineralized 

portions of the iron formation can be easily distinguished from
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the ore* It Is f therefore, suggested thst In the near future s 

sorting from the conveyor belt be tried as an experiment to 

determine its feasibility.

Central Patricia Klne

The recommendations concerning the Central Patricia 

Vine are here discussed under four headings as follows:-

(1) Mine Exploration and Development.

(2) Dip Needle Survey of Area to northwest of Kine.

(3) Proposed surface Diamond Drilling

(4) Proposed Underground Diamond Drilling.

(1) Klne Exploration and Development

At the present time two development headings are being 

driven en st on the 125 level. One of these headings is being 

carried along diamond drill hole Ho* 48 to test the values 

found in this hole as they mey represent the downward extension 

of the D ore zone which was not located in the 1E5 S drift. The 

other heading is the 125 S drift which is being driven east along 

the hanging wall of the east lens of iron formation east of the* 

?o. l fault. Its object is to test the down-ward extension of 

the ? zone on the 125 level.

The 125 B drift should be carried to the Ro. Z fault 

in order to explore all of the east lens. The results obtained 

in the 5 sone in the 125 S drift have not checked entirely the 

xomxxx the dJ~jnond drilling. The values have been more erratle and 

the \one in ifte 125 B drift is only 40 feet in length. It is sugg 

ested th?t a raise from the 125 B drift be driven to explore.
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the intersection of 0*68 ounces over 11 feet obtained in D.D.H. 

78 and to test the S zone above the 125 level.

Diamond drill holes Ko. 50 and 51 oat an area con 

taining low values. These vslues though very low war rent development 

by a drift along the line of hole Ho 51 at some later date.

250 Level: Drift to be extended east and west at later 

date.

On the 375 foot level the 375 west drift has been stopped 

temporarily. This drift should be carried vest to explore tae area 

between the mine and the Pzone and to test this zone at depth. 

It is not expected that commercial values will be found between the 

C zone and the F zone as the drilling and surface trenches did not 

get any positive results in this area. The present face of the 

375 west drift probably lies south of the faulted portion of the 

west lens.

It is recommended that a flat hole bearing H. 45 l. 

be drilled from the face of the 375 W. drift after it has been 

advanced 30 feet in order to determine •f'he position of the iron 

formation if it has not been found in the t distance. The drift 

should be carried along the iron formation.

On the 500 foot level the development for the present 

should consist in driving the 500 west drift to the No. 3 fault Bone . 

a distance of approximately 175 feet, and the 500 east drift to 

the No. l fault zone, a distance of approximately 230 feet. The 

west drift will develop the C zone. This e~st drift will develop 

the 8 and l zones end test the theory that values, lengths and 

width of the A zone may become better as it approaches the narrower
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part of the erst end of the east lens. 

(2) Dip Needle Surrey

All the area included by claims 74, 77, 619, 623, 1996 ~ 

and 1997 is heavily drift covered with the exception of a few 

outcrops along the Crover river on claim 77. The recent dip needle 

survey has traced the central two bands and the northern band of 

iron formation on to claims 77 and 74 and an incomplete dip needle 

survey done last winter gave a series of reactions extending in

a northwest direction from claim 77 on to the Patricia Contact
S.* 

Syndicate claims north of Catlims 1997 and 1998.

It is recommended that a thorough dip needle survey be 

made across the drift covered claims mentioned above in the same 

manner as ve did the survey immediately to the east.

Chained picket lines should be run north and south at 

250 foot intervals from the Crow river to the northern boundary 

of the property and dip needle readings made along these lines
t

every 25 feet. It is important that a tripod be used upon which 

to rest and level the dip needle. It has been our experience 

the t very Inaccurate results can be obtained from holding the
' m

dip needle in the hand.
*

This erea is of considerable importance because the 

N. 45 to 50 W. striking fracture systems, which have been 

largely responsible for the formation of the oro zones at the Cen 

tral Patricia Fine, if projected gorthwest, will cross these drift 

covered claims. The area of strongest reactions obtained by 

last winter's dip needle survey lies just west of the strike of 

the No. l fault of the mine. The nose of the synclinal structure
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and the Junction of the mine iron formation band and the northern 

band, if they ere portions of the seme bed, shoald also lie in 

this area.

The area, therefore, warrants exploration by diamond 

drilling and in order t:rt such a program be laid oat to the best 

advantage an accurate dip needle surrey as outline* above shoald be done 

before the drilling starts*

(3) Proposed Surface Diamond Prilling

The following list of holes is suggested as a preliminary 

program of surface diamond drilling. Based,on the results of this 

drilling, other holes can be laid out later to test anything of 

interest found or to explore other areas*

(1) West of Crow river on the projected strike of the 

mine iron formation band, beyond the Crow river fault, three holes 

locPted as follows:-

(a) Lat. 5910 dep. 8123 bearing S* 10 W. dip 45O 
length 150 feet

(b) Lat. 5935 dep. 7970 bearing S. 10 W. dip 45O
length 150 feet.

(o) Lat.5955 dep 7815 bearing S.10 I. dip 45O
KOAO tfc i c-o X'i.*""

(2) East of Fault creek to explore the eastward extension 

of the mine iron formation, five holes located as followsi- 

(LOOP t ion of holes c and d dependent somewhat on change in strike 

of iron formation near F&ult creek.)

(a) Lat. 5740 dep. 10905 bearing S* 9 S. dip 450 
length 125 feet

(b) Lat. 5720 dep. 10760 bearing S.95. dip 45O 
length 125 feet.
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(c) La t. 5700 dep. 10610 bearing S. 9 S. dip 45O
length 125 feet.

(d) La t. 5675 4ep, 10460 bearing S. 9 S. dip 45O
length 125 feet* 

(
(e) Lat. 5760 der. 11055 bearing S. 9 Z dip 450

K.,.. -- ' -'- -

(g) Three holes to. explore wide band of iron formation 

that striles S. 30 W. across claims 72 and 75, located as follows:-

(a) Lat. 7500 dep. 9500 bearing B. 46 W. dip 45O
length 125 feet

(b) Lat 7910 dep. 9808 bearing H. 36 W. dip 450 
length 125 feet

(c) Lat 8550 flep. 10170 bearing H. 70.W. dip 45O
length 125 feet.

(4) Three holes to explore the central bands of iron 

formation north of Crow river:-

(a) Lat. 6885 d l p. 10138 bearing H. 30 W. dip 40O
length 225 feet, (this hole to test two iron formation 
bands.)

(b) Lat 7065 dep. 8740 bearing S. dip 45O length
100 feet.

(o) Lat 6785 dep. 8740 bearing S. dip 450 length
100 feet.

(5) One hole to explore the iron formation exposed in 

a trench in southeast corner of claim 679.

Location - Lat. 4970 dep. 11900 bearing B. 72 W. dip
450 length 100 feet.

Note:

The estimated lengths of the above holes are approximations* 

The holes should be carried through the iron formation at least 

10 feet into the andesite.
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{ 4 ) Proposed Underground Diamond Prilling

The following is a list of diamond drill holes whioh it 

is recommended should be drilled underground:

(a) A hole from 500* to determine in conjunction with 

D. D. Hole No. 42 the dip of the quartz porphryr 

mass t he t lies to the north of the iron formation* 

Lat. 5762 dep. 9282 bearing H., dip horizontal, 

length approximately 50 feet.

(D) A hole to explore t he C zone 150 feet below the 500 

level and also to determine, in conjunction with 

D.D. Hole No. 42 and (a) above, the position and 

dip of the quartz porphryr at this horizon. Lat* 

5595 dep. 9265 bearing N. dip - 4QQ length 300 feet.

This hole should be carried at least 00* north of the 

iron formation or until it intersects the porphyry* It should 

also be surveyed fxef dip at every 100* of depth because it is 

to be drilled with the dip of the formations and will therefore 

tend to flatten considerably. It is spotted and directed to 

cut through the centre of the C. zone in the H. S. plane through 

the shaft.

(o) A hole from the face of the 375 west drift after 

it has been advanced 30 feet farther west, providing the drift in 

this distance does not intersect the north faulted portion of the 

west lens of iron formation. This hole is proposed to laoaie the 

iron formation so that drifting can be carried along it* The 

bearing of the hole should be S. 45. W.
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(d) Short holes to cross Iron formation .where wide*

(e) Three holes fanned out from face 375 5 drift to 

determine position of A zone and give information for future drifting.

The Springer Kine

The recommendations specifically for the Springer 

Mine are as follows:-

(1) Upon completion of the shaft to the proposed 

depth of 175 feet the main cross cut at the 150 foot horizon 

should be driven on Line S. 30 S. completely across the shear zone 

to the south. This will require approximately 210 feet of cross 

cutting. The first drifting should explore the best section 

encountered in the cross cut and should be directed towards the 

southwest to explore the ground around the quarts porphryr body 

encountered in the drilling nd beneath the widest and richest 

portion of vein No. 6

(2) There is no complete record available at the 

nine (except for vein Ho. 6) of the results obtained from 

sampling of the numerous vein showings on the property. If a 

complete record cannot be compiled from data at head office it 

is recommended tiiat a thorough resampling of the surface showings 

be done. It is especially desirable that it be known what values

aze present in veins No. 5, B, 11, and F.
i

(3) Anumber of diamond drill holes are warranted

to test the linear depressions which lie north of the depression 

in r hi eh No. 6 vein outcrops. These straight line depressions
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probably v,present strong sheared zone 1 1 which were important 
factors in the formation of vein fractures.

The following three holes are designed to explore 

these linear depressions as well as to test at depth known surface 

showings of Interest. With the information obtained from this 

drilling other holes can be spotted later 4f the preliminary 

drilling desoloses conditions that warrant farther exploration.

(a) i hole located 625 feet 5. 75 W. of the shaft, 

the bearing of the hole S. 35 S. dip 350 , length 250 - feet. 

This hole will test the highly oxidised cone of vein S and explore 

the shear zone indicated to be present to the south.

(b) i hole located at geological survey station H, 

approximately 1225 feet welt of the shaft, the bearing of the 

hole S. 40 I., dip 350, length 200 feet, This hole will teat 

vein Ho 11 at depth and explore a possible whear zone lying 

north of the vein.

(o) A hole located 875 feet S. 85 W. of the shaft, 

the bearing of the hole S. 45 S., dip 360 , length 200 feet. This 

hole will test 325 feet to the west the linear depression oat 

by Hole l above and in addition will explore the extension at 

depth of Vein F.
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CSNTRAL PATRICIA GOLD KIHSS LIHIT5D

PATRIGU DISTRICT

ONT'.RIO

INTRODUCTION

Location and Area

The property of Central Patricia Gold Kines Limited 

lies about 65 miles north of the Station of Allanwater on the 

C.N.R. east of Sioux Lookout* It is situated north of the 

Albany River in the Pick*,!? Lake - Crow River area of the 

District of Patricia* Access to the property is by aeroplane 

from either Collins, Hudson, or Sioux Lookout, or by boat
*

from Hudson to Doghole Bay on Lake St. Joseph and thence by light 

rPilroad (proposed) to the mine*

The propoety consists of a rectangular block of 

90 claims which extend in an east-west direction for a length of 

6 miles and in a north-south direction for a maximum width 

of li miles. The Central Patricia lEine is situated about 

li miles east of the west boundary and the Springer Hine about 

i mile west of the east boundary of the property. The claims 

of the Pickle Crow Mines Limited adjoin the Central patricia 

property to the east a ne the Pickle Crow Kin e is situated 

l mile northeast of the Springer Vine shaft* 

Scope of the Report.

This report does not cover in detail all of the 90
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o&lims* It was deemed sufficient at the present time to map

in detail the clearings around the Central Patricia and Springer 

Mines and to traverse along chained picket lines north and south 

of each clearing to the boundary of the property. By this 

method two sections have been obtained roughly at right angles 

to the strike of the formations across the two most interesting 

occurrences on the property. All the outcrops in the clearing 

have been ecsurp.tely delimited and shown on the accompanying 

maps, scale l" * 100*. Beyond the clearings, the outcrops 

are shown adjacent to the picket lines but their outlines 

between the lines have been sketched in.

The Central Patricia 1'lne clearing covers an area of 

450 acres. This area includes all of claims PA. 77, 78, 79, 620, 

621, 622, and portions of claims PA 74, 75, 76, 88, 619, 678, 

679, 1083, 1084. North and south of the mine, the claims 

mapped from picket lines include the wooded portions of the 

latter group of claims mentioned above as well as claims PA 71, 

72, 81, 82, 1082, 2020, 2023, 2026, 2024, 2025.

The Springer Vine clearing covers an area of 74 acres 

and includes portions of claims PA. 625, 647, 653, and EOJp

The underground mapping of all levels at the Central 

Patricia Mine was completed to date. Four level maps, ten vertical 

cross sections and a longitudinal"section of the mine 

have been prepared to a scale l" - 20 feet. These maps show 

in detail the rock formations, quartz veins and mineralization, 

faults and slips. At the Springer Mine the shaft was down 60 

feet. It wes examined and the rock formations noted but it
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was not mapped. When the sinking of the shaft la completed 

to its present objective of 175 feet and cross catting and 

drifting has been started the shaft section can then be mapped 

if it is warranted.

Daring the progress of the examination all the core 

obtained from the current diamond drilling was logged and the 

mineralizer portions of the core were split for assaying.

Method of Mapping

Surface mapping of both clearings was done by means 

of stadia-transit and the geological survey was tied into the 

mine survey stations. This survey was plotted on a scale of 

l inch to 100 feet. In addition the surfp.ee outcrops above the 

ore zones at the Central Patricia Vine were mapped to a scale ' 

l inch to 20 feet in order to provide a map of the same scale as the 

underground plans.

North and south of the clearing the geological 

mapping was extended to the boundaries of the claims and the 

mapping was tied into a series of chained picket lines as well 

as to the claim boundaries. The results of this work were 

plotted to a scale l inch m 100 feet i/n the continuation of 

the map sheets which covered the flleared areas* By this means 

two north-south sections roughly at right angles to the strikes 

of the rock formations have been obtained showing the exposed 

rocks aa well as linear zones, faults, drag folds, etc.

Dip needle surveys have been done along the picket 

lines accross the drift covered portions of the claims mapped.
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These surveys were carried oat in order to delimit and trace 

the iron formation bands' where they are not exposed. The dip 

needle readings abtained hnve been plotted on the surface map 

sheets, scale l inch r 100 feet.

The underground mapping at Central Patricia Mine covers 

all cross cuts end drifts to date on the four levels* The 

method employed consisted in strectching a tape between tne 

mine survey stations and mapping, by offsets K t right angles 

to the tepe, the rock formations, quartz veins, mineralization, 

faults, slips, drag folds, etc., on a horizontal plane 5.5 

feet above track level. The maps showing the geological 

features of the underground work have bees plotted to a scale 

of l inch r 20 feet. 

List of Maps Accompanying the Report

The following is a list of map's and plans which have 

been prepared during the examination covered by this report.

(1) 2 map sheets scale l" - 20* showing the geology of the 

four underground levels at Central Patricia Vine.

(2) 4 map sheets scale l" a 20* shoeing the exposed rock 

formations, trenches and surface diamond drill holes immediately above 

the ore zones at Central Patricia Hine.

(3) 10 Vertical, north-south sectionsalong departures 

8850, 9000, 9050, 9100, 9150, 9200, 9250, 9325, 9400, 9450, 

scale l" " 20', showing the rock formations, diamond drill holes 

(within 25 feet east and west of the section plane), faults slips,
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quartz veins, all connected to show their true dip in the 

plane of the section. These sections when completed will 

cover the present length of the developed portion of the Central 

Patricia Mine.

(4) l longitudinal vertical east-west section of the

Central petricia Vine, scale l inch - 20 feet, showing 

the faults, slips, qtiertz vein, etc., corrected to 

show their true dip in the plane of the section 

as well as the drifts, cross cats, stopes and raises 

end the surface diamond drill hole intersections at 

the vertical depth of the centre of their intersection* 

with the ore zones or iron formation.

(5) l longitudinal vertical east-west section of the Central 

patricia Hine, Scale l inch * 100 feet showing the 

surface diamond drill hole intersections east and west 

of the developed portion of the mine. It also shows 

the known and possible ore zones, as indicated by underg 

round development and diamond drill hole intersections 

east and west of the developed portion of the mine*

(6) 5 l!ap sheets, scale l inch * 100 feet, showing the 

surface geology of the north-south section of the 

Central Patricia Hine.

(7) l Map sheet, scale l inch 3 100 feet, showing the surface 

geology at the Springer i!ine.
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(B) l top sheet, scale l inch - 600 feet, shoving a 

compilation of the surface geology at the Central 

Patricia Kin e and Springer Kine.

(9) 2 Sheets of vertical sections through D.D. holes .
Ho. 60 to 90 { inclusive) showing geology end results 

of assays.

(10) l Legend to accompany all geological naps, showing

colours used throughout to designate the separate rock 

formations and the sysbols used for faults, drag folds, 

geological survey stations, dip needle readings, etc.

(11) l Map, scale ln * 100*, showing the surface diamond 

drill holes at the Central Patricia
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GBTSRAL OTOLOGY

General Statement

The underlying rooks of the Central Patricia Gold 

Mines property are all of Precambrian p*e. They consist of 

a series of dacite, andesite and basalt flows interbedded 

with iron-bearing sediments and a broad band of tuffs and 

agglomerates. This series is similar to rooks which in other 

districts are considered to be of Keewatin age. It is oat by 

dykes and irregular masses of coarse grained gabbro or diorite 

and sill-like bodies of fine grained highly schistose quartz 

porphyry. These intrusions probably antedate the granite 

rooks which are exposed on the road between the Central Patricia 

l! in e and the Stringer Mine. Feldspar porphyry and quartz 

porphyry dykes outcrop on the Springer group of c3a ims and are 

probably genetically ralated to the granite. A large dyke of 

diabase on the Central Patricia group of claims probably re-
*

presents the youngest rocks on the property and from its 

llthological character may be Keweenawan in age.
t

Dacite - Andesite - Basalt
60 The lava foftws which constitute the major portion of the

rocks exposed on the property are intermediate to basic in compos 

ition. They have the same general characteristics common to this 

suite throughout the Preoambrian shield. They usually show 

ellipsoidal structures and occasionally are amygdaloidal and ropy 

ntar flow contacts. Locally the lavas have been sheared, and the 

rooks have been rendered highly schistose with the development
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of chlorite schists. These shear cones are a very important 

economic feature of the ore deposits and are discussed in a later 

section of this report.

Tuffs and Agglomerate

A band, at least 33? wide, of fine grained thinly 

bedded toffs associated with unstratified volcanic breccia 

or agglomerate has been traced across the north central 

portion of claim 85 with a strike H* 75. W. The band is 

offset south on the west side of the diabase dyke and west 

of the dyke it swings southwest across claim 88. Southwest 

of claim 88 an outcrop of the tuffs was found on claim 2026 

which it strikes H. 25 W. dip 80 S. and here from diagonal fold 

data it lies on the eastern limb of an anticline whose axis 

strikes H. 25 to 40 W.

Iron Formation

numerous bands of iron formation interbedded with the 

lava flows are exposed on the claims. These bands of iron 

for mation, in addition to their economic importance, are of 

great assistance in determining the structure of the area. 

They CPD be readily traced beneath the drift covered portions 

of the claims by dip needle surveys. This affords a means 

of correlating the different bands across otherwise unknown 

terrain.

The iron formation varies greatly in thickness 

both along the strike of an individual band and between dif 

ferent bands. T .e widest portion of any band examined on the
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property has *s width of 70 feet. The strike of the iron for 

mation varies in conformity with the folded strootare of the area* 

In the vicinity of Central Patricia Kine the strike is approximat 

ely east-west, with dip 75 north* A.t the Springer Vine the strike 

varies from north-south at the south edge of the clearing to H*25 

to 30 S. at the north edge.of the clearing with dips vertical or steeply 

northwest.

A detailed description of the iron bearing sediments is 

presented in l!. E. Hurst's report on Pickle lake-Crow river area 

and will not be duplicated here. A feature of tae iron formation 

not mentioned by Vr Hurst is the common tendency of the individual 

beds in any band not to conform in strike or dip with the general 

trend of the band. The individual beds frequently strike across 

the band at a small angle to the general strike and dip either

a little flatter or steeper. This apparent anomoly has been caused by
d 

the rotation of the bedding of the bands faring folding and drag

folding of the series.

Gabbro and Diorite

Intrusive rocks similar to the "older gabbro" or qoarts* 

diorite of northwestern Quebec have been found catting the lava

flows. They are as a rule coarse grained and massive and occur
la. 

as dykes or irregular shaped bodies. The larger mass of these

rocks lies about half o mile south of the Central Patricia Mine.i

Q- M. S. Hurst reports a maximum width of 250* for an iron formation 
band in the district.
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It was traced southeast across claim 1083 and then east across 

olflim 2020 for a length of -fr mile. The maximum width of this 

body Is 550 feet. Other masses occur south of this large body 

on claim 2020 and similar intrusive rooks were outlined at the 

Springer Vine*

These basic intrusions probably represent post Keewatin 

but Pre granite and pre ore injections. On claim 2020 numerous 

milky white ou*rtz veins ap to 6 feet in width and over 100 feet 

long cut the Invas In the general vicinity of the gabbro. No 

values have been reported from these veins.

Highly Schistose Quartz Porphyry

In the Central Patricia Mine area numerous sill-like 

bodies of highly sheered quartz porphyry have been noted. This 

porphyry flanks the ore zones both to the north and south and 

has been traced hy diamond drilling and surface exposures for

lengths up to 1500 feet with strike generally parallel to the
u 

rn^ne iron formation. The dip of these bodies of quartz porphyry

has not been conclusively determined and it is recommended that 

drilling from the 500 level be done to determine the attitude 

of these Intrusions.

At the present time the quartz porphyry is considered 

to belong to an earlier period than the gold mineralization 

and possibly Intruded In the late Keewatin before folding took 

place. The highly schistose character of the rock and the total 

absence of gold values In the numerous milky white quartz veins 

that cut the porphyry are considered to be evidence of its 

non-association with the gold mineralization.
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Granite. Feldspar Porphyry and 3uartz Porphyry

A few outcrops of ligut coloured granite h"ve been 

found in the south central claims of the group about half way 

between the Central Patricia and Springer Hines* In this Ticinity 

the claims, which ere almost entirely drift covered, may be 

underlain by e large apapothesls of granite extending north 

from the large batholith which lies to the south of the Pickle 

lake'•C row river belt of greenstone. This portion of the group 

w&s not examined in detail except 6long the recently constructed 

road joining the two mines.

Massive quartz porphyry was observed in trenches in 

the northeast portion of claim 82 and at the Springer Mine. 

Feldspar porphyry was noted st the Springer Hine in three isolated 

outcrops north and north-east of the shaft. These massive por 

phyries are possibly genetically related to the granite batholith 

from which, at a slightly later date, the gold mineralization 

may have been derived.

Diabase

A large dyke of diabase 250 to 300 feet wide strikes 

northwest z?cross the Central Patricia Vine claims. The dyke is 

out and offset where it crosses the Crow river but it apparently 

has not been affected by folding movements. The rock is com 

paratively fresh and unsheared, and outcrops as a ridge with 

numerous large rock exposures. The dijke was probably intruded 

after the gold mineralization and occupied a zone of weakness 

parallel to the axis of the anticlinal structure to the south 

and parallel to the tensional fractures that offset or fract 

ured the mine iron formation.
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STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY

The regional structural geology of the Pickle lake-Crow 

river "rea consists of a geosyncline of Keenatin rooks striking 

K. 65 3. and surrounded by granite. The width of the band varies 

up to a ma i in. am of 8 miles east of Pickle Crow Gold Hine and it 

has been traced from 6 miles we&t of Pickle lake for a distance 

of 28 miles to the north east*

On the Central Patricia Gold Hines group of claims 

three subsidiary folds of the main geosyncline have been outlined* 

As yet the complete delimitation of these folds has not been worked out 

but sufficient information has been obtained to indicate approximately 

their, position and extent.

At the west end of the property in the vicinity of the 

mine a synclinal structure is indicated with an east-west axis, 

plunge east and overturned slightly to the south* The Central 

Patricia Mine is situated on the southern limit of this syncline, 

the axis of which probably lies about 1200 feet north of the mine*

The second folded structure lies south and southeast 

of the Central Patricia Mine. Its northern extensions have 

been noted on claims 1082 and 2026 and adjacent to the diabase
*

dyke in the southeast corner of claim 88. The plans of the 

axis of this fold strikes H. 35 to 40 W. and the inconclusive 

evidence obtained to date indicates that the fold is an anticline.

This fold is of considerable significance because 

the gracture systems which intersect the east-west mine shear 

ani which have resulted in the formation of the ore zones at
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Central Patricia Mine strike parallel to the pirn* of the axis 

of the N. 40 W. fold. The large diabase dyke also strikes

parallel to the plane of this fold* It might also be noted 

that the deposit of sulphides associated with iron formation 

near mile post CXLIY of the Meridian line which were discoTered 

last yesr, lie along the western limb of this K. 40 W. striking 

fold.

The third folded structure is situated about the 

Springer Hine. Less information is available regarding this 

structure. The plane of the exis strikes generally H. 25 to 

30 S. but it swings to north-south, south-west of the clearing and 

to K. 50 5.. northeast of the clearing.

The combination of the stresses both compressional and 

tensional developed by tilting and folding of the lavas and 

interbedded sediments has produced a complicated pattern of 

shear zones and tension fractures. Generally speaking two 

sets of shear zones and their complimentary tensional fractures 

accompanying each fold. One set of shears lies parallel to 

the trend of the fold axis about at right angles to the direction 

of the compressional forces th-t developed the fold. A second 

set of shears were produced at 450 to the first set, and ten-
*

sional fractures developed roughly at 450 to the strike of each 

set of shear zones.

The overlapping and intersecti-ng of the shears from

one fold over an ad J-cent fold such as has taken place at the
v* 

Central Patricia 1'ine has been of fcajor importance in the

development of the fracture systems that localized the ore zones 

at the mine.
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At the Springer Klne, on tbe other hand, the iaportant 

shears strike at an angle of 45O to those parallel to the bedding* 

It Is not apparent that any cross shears developed apon an ob 

lique fold influenced the development and localization of the 

quartz vein here. The quartz apparently lies both along the 

shear zones and in tensional fractures developed at an angle to 

the shear*
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THE CENTRAL PATRICIA MIHZ
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CSHTRAL PATRICIA KINS

INTRODUCTION

The Central Patricia Mine Lies about 1^ miles east 

of th* trtst boundary of the property. The dereloped portion 

of tt'; mine is situated in claim 78 south of the Crow river and the 

iron formation band in which the mine lies emtends west into olaim 

77 and eastwards across calims 79 and 88. It has been traced a 

distance of 3400 feet west from the Crow river to the diabase dyke.

The mine was discovered in 1928, trenched and drilled 

in 1929 and in 1930 a shaft was sunk to 527 feet. Drifting and 

cross cutting was dono on four levels 125, 250, 375, and 500. 

For a complete history of this work reference can be made to the 

progress reports of the Manager Xr. l* J. Keast and to the 

report of the consulting engineer Kr. J. A. Reid.

The mine was re-opened in 1933 and milling operations 

started in May 1934. Since the re-opening of the mine the 

underground operations have been mainly confined to the develop 

ment by raising and stoping of the three knom ore shoots A, B 

and C. During June 1935 drifting west on the 375 level and 

east on the 125 level was begun. This recent drifting west on 

the 375 level has not encountered any values of commercial 

importance.' The ^rift east on the 125 foot level after passing 

through K. vide fault zone composed mainly of andesite, 

encountered the faulted portion of the iron formation. East of 

the fault 2 on e the drift has intersected the downward extension 

of the 7 ore shoot which had been outlined by surface diamond 

drilling above the 125 foot horizon.
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THS GEOLOGICAL SETTHG

The rook formations in the immediate vicinity of 

the mine include iron formation, andesite and sheared quartz 

porphyry as well as a few irregular masses of baggro and diorite which
s?

out the andesite south ?nd en st of the shaft.

Andesite

The andesite (locally designated greenstone) varies

from pillowed to coarse massive. No attempt was made to work out the 

individual f low Sequence adjacent to the mine ns the iron formation 

g?ve an excellent datum bed for correlation purposes.

The andesites locally are strongly sheared along two 

principal directions, though small variations from these strikes 

p.re present due to drag on fault planes, etc. The major 

direction of schistosity lies parallel to the strike of the rook 

formations, while the second less prominent shearing strikes 

N 45 to 50 W.

The andesites are carbonated adjacent to the iron 

formation band of the mine and the drilling and cross cuts 

underground show a diminution of this carbonization outward 

from the iron formation. Some carbonization has taken place 

also where the andesites have been sheared away from the imm 

ediate vicinity of the mine.

Quartz Porphyry

Highly sheared qjlartz porphyry lies 125* north and . 

350' south of the band of iron formation at the mine. To the 

north it has V'.en traced by diamond drilling and surface
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exposures from 250 feet east to 1500 feet west of the shaft. 

This mass Is faulted alon^ t;ie bed of Crow river and north of 

the river the porphyry body has been moved approximately 100 

to 150 feet east with respect to the south side*

South of the mine quartz porphyry outcrops in two 

places, one 675 feet southwest of the shaft; the otaer 1500 

feet west of it. Diamond drill hole 444 drilled south from 

the 125 foot level cut the porphyry a distance of 344 feet 

south of the level.

The evidence available at the present time is not 

sufficient to determine accurately the attitude of these sill-
*

like misses of porphyry. The present drilling to the north of 

the mine indicates a vertical or slightly southward dip to the 

porphyry. If this is the true dip and not a roll in the contact, 

the porphyry will Intersect the mine iron formation band a short
v

distance below the 500 level. ' In order to determine whether 

the porphyry is a sill-like body that is parallel with the bedding 

c f the flows and sediments or one that cuts across the structure 

st a low angle, a horozontal hole should be drilled north from 

the 500 level main cross cut.

The attitude of the porphyry mass to the south is not 

of equal importance to that north of the mine. Assuming a north 

ward dip parallel to the structure the shaft will not intersect 

the sheared quartz porphyry until it reaches a depth of 

approximately 1300 feet.

The origin of the quartz porphyry is somewhat absoaro. 

Until it is determined whether the mass to the north cuts across 

or lies parallel to the structure its attitude cannot definitely
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be stated. At the present time it appears t on t the mass aa y 

be a sill, i.e., lying parallel to and probably intercalated 

between two andesite flows, in wl.ioh case there is the possi 

bility that the porphyry may have been a rhyolite flow inter 

bedded with the andesites, but the absence of flow textures 

at the contacts and the uniform character of the rock through 

out points to an intrusive origin.

In addition to the two masses of quartz porphyry 

lying to the north and south of the mine another body of 

sheared quartz porphyry is exposed 400 feet north of the Crow 

river and extends for 1200 feet west from the diabase dyke. 

This mass appears to finger out into the andewites to the west. 

It has an exposed maximum width of 100 feet about 500 feet west, 

of the diabase.

A similar sheared quartz porphyry mast was intersected 

by diamond drilling on the Patricia Contact Syndicate claims to 

the north-west where it was also found near and parallel to a 

band of iron formation.

The age relations of the pfejlphyry are also uncertain. 

The strong schistosity everywhere evident in the porphyry 

coupled with the local colonization which it exhibits and the 

absence of gold values in the numerous white quartz veins that 

cut it, ell indicate the t the prophyry is older thafc, the gold
s

mineralization. It is therefore tentatively considered to be of 

Keewatin ege.

Iron Formstion

Four well defined bends of iron formation have been 

trsced across the north south sections of the property which was
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examined in detail in the vicinity of the Central Patricia 

I'ine. These include the band of iron formation nt tne mine, 

two bands 1000 and 1300 feet, respectively, north of the mine 

and a fourth band lying another 7CO to 1000 fee'v farther north. 

It is possibly not yet throughly demonstrated that the central 

two bands join to the west and tnnt tiie ooter bands also 

connect farther west "round the western end of a synclinal 

fold th0 t plunges east. On the basis of this assumption the 

iron formation exposed adjacent to the diabase dyke on claim 72 

represents a portion of the mine iron formation band lying on the 

northern limit of the syncline.

The iron formations vary considerably in width, the 

bands towards the centre of the syncline being consistently 

narrower than the outer of mine iron formation band. The 

average width of the in er bands is probably between 15 and 20 

feet while the outer hands average about 30 feet in width.

There is no marked difference in the lithological 

character of the different bands. Korth of the Crow river the 

bands are locally well mineralized with pyrite and pyrrhotite.
yThe strike of the iron formation bands paries with 

their position on the synclinal structure. The central bands 

and the band at the mine strike approximately east west to 

H 85 E dip 75 to 80 north. The average strike of the northern 

band in the area where it has been traced by dip needle survey ia 

N 45 l but adjacent to the diabase dyke, it is folded and the 

strike swings sharply to N-S with dip 75 E. East of the dyke 

the iron formation strikes K 25 B and dips 85 East.

In addition to the faulting end offsetting of the iron
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formation along the diabase dyke the central two bands appear to be 

faulted or drag folded in the vicinity of departure 10000 with a 

movement of the esst side north a distance of approximately 200 feat. 

The mine iron formation bend nboat which the moat information is avail 

able is cut by 3 faults strike H 45 to 50 W dip 55 east with a movement 

of the side south. A fourth fault, whose surface exposure is "Fault 

Creek" east of G ore zone, strikes K 25 I dip unknown and the movement 

is again epst side south. Crow river north of the mine also occupies 

a fault zone and Judging from the known movement of north side east 

as shown by the offset portions of the quartz porphyry the iron format* 

Ion, to the west of F ore zone will be found to be moved in a similar 

direction approximately 100 to 150 feet.

Diabase ————— 2~
A Klrge diabase dyke 250 to 300 feet wide, strike

H 25 to 35 W, is exposed 2200 feet east of the mine. It 

occupies a fracture along with the movement has been east side 

south* The dyke itself appears to be offset a short distance 

where it crosses Crow river along the Fault Creek fault.

The diabase is comparatively fresh and massive and
* 

is well exposed along a prominent iidge. It is probably of

Keweenawan age and younger than the folding and major movements 

in the district.
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Description of the Iron For mntion of the Mine

The band of iron formation in which the ore zones 

occur strikes approximately east west in the vicinity of the 

•haft. SPst of No. Z fP alt which lies 500 feet east of the shaft 

the strike changes to N 70 B and east of the creek fault 

the strike is R 80 5. The dip of the iron formation in the 

developed portion of the mine is 75O to tne north bat the dip 

appears to steepen somewmt east of No. 2 fault.

The iron formation in the mine oan be divided into 

an 63St and a west lense separated by a pinched area that 

occurs 75 feet west of the main cross out. From this pinch

eastitprds to the No. l fault the iron formation forms a wide
e 

l In se which has a maximum width of 70 feet, 75 east of the

main cross cut. West of the pinch the iron formation swells 

to a maximum width of 40 feet about 200 feet west of the main 

cross cut.

The wider east lense and the pinched area between 

the two linses pitches parallel to the dip but the west end of 

the west lense rakes down to the east at 550 * The west lense 

is therefore becoming shorter with depth so that form a length 

of 345* on the 125 level it has shortened to 240 feet on the 

375' lev^l. But as the No. l fault east of the shaft also dips 

550 esst the total length of iron formation at depth should not 

change. The ore shoots which rake east also at 550 will 

progressively travel through the pinched area into the wide east 

lense and through it into its narrower eastern extension.

The swells in the iron formation ere probably due to
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original deposition rather than to the affects of folding. Bo 

increase was noted in the average thinkness of the individual 

beds where they oould be traced along the strikes* If the 

lenses were doe to folding a marked thickening of the individual 

beds should have taken place* The northern edge of the iron 

formation is more nearly straight than the Southern edge* This 

is at it should be if the lenses are due to deposition on an 

original uneven land surface, the southern scalloped boundary 

representing the contour of the lake bottom in which deposition 

took pisce and the northern edge the resultant even top of the 

sediments deposited in the lake.

West of the west lense the break which takes place in 

the continuity of the formation is probably due to faulting and 

folding of the strucuture, since it rakes east parallel to the 

ore shoots and to the Ko. l fault. On the surface a few 

scattered small exposures of iron formation were mapped to the 

west of the west lense and diamond drilling has recently 

established the fact that the iron formation becomes continuous 

again and carries values (F ore zone) about 900 feet west of the 

shaft. .

East of the Ho. l fault the faulted portion of the 

east lense can be traced on the surface for a distance of 200 

feet where it is cut or pinched off by the Ho. 2 fault or drag 

fold. Underground the 125 5 drift to date has been driven 80 

feet along the hanging wall of this portion of the east lense* 

The drift should be carried at the present time through the S 

ore zone to the Ko. 2 fault in order to expose thoroughly the eastern 

portion of the e?st lense.
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East of the No. 2 fault the G. lens* of iron formation 

extends for a length of 500 feet with an average width of 35 feet* 

It h-s been explored by a namber of surface trenches and 6 diamond 

drill holes ( Ho's 80 to 85 inclusive), and some interesting values 

located.

The strike and dip of the individual beds in tne lenses 

do not exactly correspond to the general strike and dip of the 

long axis of the lenses. This discordance in strike and dip can 

be accounted for by the slight rotation and distortion caused by - 

the folding and slippage of one bed upon another and the different 

ial slippage as a whole between the upper and lower contacts of 

the lenses with the hanging-wall and foot-wall andesites. Locally 

the bedding shows small drag folds but these small folds are not 

persistent along or across the lense and they die out rapidly in 

the plane of their axes.

The unaltered iron formation away from the ore shoots

aonslsts of alternating light and dark thin beds ranging in
t 

thickness from a fraction of an inch up to 2 inches. The colour

of the beds ranges from white or light grey to black depending 

upon relative proportion of silica to magnetits present. The 

alternation of light and dark beds gives the frest rooks a 

dicidedly varied appearance suggesting some seasonal control 

upon the deposition.

MODS OF OCCURRENCE OF THB ORS DEPOSITS

The ore in the developed portion of the mine occurs 

in shoots which rake down to the east at 550 . These ore shoots 

have been disignated A.B.C. of which the B. and C. are the
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most important.

The C ore shoot Iles at the western end of the present 

mine development Just above the No. 3 fault. It has an average 

length of 92 feet from the surface to the 375 foot level, and an 

average width of 10 feet.

The B shoot zone lies 75 feet above the C shoot. It 

has an average length of 88 feet from the surface to the 375 

level and an average width of 7.3 feet.

The i. shoot zone lies 50 feet above the B shoot. It 

has an indicated average length of 44 feet from the surface to 

the 250 level but no development except back slashing on the 125 

and 250 feet levels has been done on this shoot, and its average 

mineable width is not known. It will probably be in the neighbor 

hood of 5 feet.

The ore shoots have resulted from the replacement of 

the iron formation my mineralizing solutions along shattered 

zones which appear to be controlled largely by fracturing along 

the Intersections of a series of H 45 to 50 W striking tension 

fractures with the ea et west shearing parallel to the bedding 

of the formation.

The accompanying diagram shows all the faults, slips 

and joints that were mappable underground, plotted to show their 

grouping on a basis of their strikes and dips, and by means of 

"contour lines" to show the average strike and dip for each group.. 

If the high point of group A, which is the east west shear zone, 

is combined with that of group B which is the next strongest 

group, the line of Intersection that they make dips east at 51O 

and strikes parallel with the strikes of the ore shoots.
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The replacement of the iron formation by the

mineralizing solutions progressed outward from narrow fractures 

or brecoia zones. These fractures are now filled with narrow 

veinlets and threads of grey quartz fringed with sulphides* 

The sulphides can be traced laterally from the quartz along the 

carbonate-magnetite rich banks* As the replacement becomes 

more intense the silica rich beds are also attacked and in the 

ore shoots large areas of complete replacement are common* 

Chlorite appears to be an important associate of the sulphides 

and underground inspection gives the impression that chlorite 

was the first stage in the replacement followed closely by the 

deposition of the sulphides. No visible gold was found and none 

is reported to occur. Microscopic and mill tests both indicate 

that the gold is very minute in size*

The mode of occurrence of the ore in each of the shoot* 

is similar but there is a difference in the amount and kind of 

the sulphide present. Arsenopyrite is most abundant in the B 

and C ore shoots, probably somewhat less abundant in l* and 

progressively decreases in amount to the east* In the B ore 

shoot it is not present to any marked amount while pyrite is 

quite common, Pyrrhotite seems to be distributed evenly through 

out the ore shoots.

FAULTING

Five major faults and Innumerable small slips cut the 

iron formation. The five faults which cut and offset the iron 

formation appreciable distances ere as follows:

(1) Crow River Fault,- This fault lies along the bed
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of the Crow river and strikes roughly parallel to it with dip 

750 north. The movement on the fault has resulted in a hori 

zontal displacement of the north side 100 to 150 feet east with 

respect to the south side*

(2) Ho.l Fault,- This fault cuts the iron formation 

at the surface 140 feet en st of the shaft. It is also exposed 

in the 125 K drift. The strike of the fault is H 45 to 50 W 

dip 550 east, and the horizontal displacement of the iron for* 

mation band is 35 to 40 feet east side south. This fault or 

fault zone is characterized by a displacement of the iron formation 

at right angles to the plane of the fault a distance of 40 feet 

in addition to the parallel displacement. Andesite with a few 

fragments of iron formation fills the fault zone apparently 

squeezed in from the hanging and footwall as the brittle iron 

formation lense was pulled apart under tension. Later movements 

have rendered the andesite schistose. The fault probably took 

place before the ore solutions were introduced or during their 

introduction because the eastern wall of the fault zone in the 

185 E drift is "healed" with quarts and sulphides which spread 

out along fractures into the iron formation.

(3) Ho. 2 Fault,- This fault is situated 300 feet 

east of No. l fault. It is not exposed and its presence is 

inferred from the offsetting of the iron formation band. It 

is probably of the same dharaoter as the Ho l fault with strike 

and dip parallel and a fault zone, of andesite separating the 

offset portions of the iron formation. The indicated movement 

is 75 feet east side south.

(4) No. 3 Fault,- At the west end of the drifts in 

tf-he 125, 250 and 375 Iwelv Vtffc 'WeVtVenV bf; iron formation,
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is pinched off, and this pinching represents either a fault or
3

drag fold. From the few surface exposures west .of the west 

lens, and from the date obtained from the most westerly drilling 

the movement has again been east side south* The dip of the 

zone is approximately 55 east parallel to the ere shoots and 

to the No. l Fault.

(5) Fault Creek Fault,- A strong fault lies along 

the creek thet flows north east and empties into the Crow river 

near the diabase dyke. This fault strikes at right angles to the 

No. l set of faults and has offset the mine iron formation east 

side to the south a distance of approximately 185 feet. The dip of 

this fault is not known.

A number of flat faults and joins out the iron formation in
*

the mine but the displacement on them is not great* They usually 

carry considerable water. They are probably the result of the 

relief from pressure near the surface and may be expected to decrease

with depth.

POSSIBILITIES OF THB VIS'S

Laterally

T'\e mine iron formation band has been traced from 

the Crow river 1000 feet west of the shaft, east to within 

350 feet of the diabase dyke. This gives an approximate 

total length of iron formation of 3400 feet. The underground 

development has explored 750 feet of this length and diamond 

drilling from the surface has tested an additional 500 feet
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to the west and 600 feet to the east.

The diamond drilling h0 e not located any ore shoots 

comparable in size or grade to the C and B ore shoots of the 

mine bat values up to 0.39 ounces over 4.5 feet have been found

and three possible new ore shoots have been indicated by the
F 

drilling to date; f" near the Crow river west of the mine and

B and 6 east of the mine.

Kore drilling is needed to outline and to determine
*

the potential value of these shoots, but the drilling results 

to date can be considered encouraging for the extension of 

values laterally.

Surface trenching did not indaoate the values that 

have been found in the G shoot and it is therefore possible 

that the iron formation east of Fault Creek is also mineralized 

even though the trenches there gave negative results* This 

area east of Fault Creek and the possible extension of the iron 

formation north and west of the Crow river fault warrant exploration 

by diamond drilling. It is recommended that these areas be drilled and 

a number of preliminary holes are -outlined in the appended list of 

recommendations.

At Depth

The C and B ore shoots have been traced by raising 

and stoping from the surface to the 375 level and partially 

developed on the 500 level by drifting. No marked change in 

grade, length or width has taken place to this depth.

The structural control of the ore zones is the 

intersection of a series of H 45 to 50 W fracture zones with
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the east-west shear zone parallel end along the iron 

formation. These conditions should not radically change 

with depth*

The iron formation band in which the ore is 

located can be traced laterally for a distance of 3400 feet 

and values have already been found at intervals along 1850 

feet of this length. It is therefore reasonable to expect the band 

to extend to a considerable depth.

In the mine the iron formation occurs as two lenses 

and the principal ore shoots C and B lies in the narrower of 

these two lenses. The rake of the ore shoots will carry them 

into the wide east lens just above and below the 500 level. 

Whether the wide lens will cause a lowering of grade, length and 

width cannot definitely be stated. The values found in the 

B shoot on the 500 level are slightly more erratic than on the 

levels above, and suggests some weakening of the zone in the 

wider lens.
*

The wider east lens on the surface pinches rapidly 

east of No. l fault* If the lens extends to depth parallel 

to the dip of the formation as is indicated by the attitude of 

the point of maximum width of the lens the ore shoots will 

pass through the wider portion into the narrow east end and 

should pick up in grade and size if they lose it in the wider 

portion.

The attitude* of the sheared quartz porphyry mass to 

the north of the mine has not been definitely proven. Along 

the strike the porphyry masses appear to finger out into the 

sheared andesites suggesting an intrusion cutting across and
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diamond drill bole records suggest a Tertloal or steeply 

soath dipping south contact to the nasa. If this dip continues 

to depth the quartz porphyry will come in contact with the mine 

iron formation band e short distance below the 500 level and if 

it is an intrusive mass it may out off the iron formation* 

In order to test this feature it is recommended 

the t a lo* angle hole be drilled from the main cross out on the 

500 level DOInted north to cut the C body on its rake below 

the level; the hole to be carried into the hanging wall far enough 

to out the porphyry contact*



PART D
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THE SPRINGER H IB S

INTRODUCTION

The Springer Vine Is situated 8f miles east of the 

Central Patricia Kine and l mile southwest of the Pickle Crow 

Mine. The No.6 vein, which the present development work is 

designed to explore, was discovered in 1929 by John Mccallum 

during the surface exploration of the Springer group of claims. 

No development work was done on the property since that time 

until recently when a 3 compartment shaft was started. It is 

proposed to carry this shaft to a depth of 175 feet and cross 

cut and drift at the 150 foot horizon and test at this depth 

the No. 6 vein and the other quartz vein located by the diamond 

drilling.
%

THS GEOLOGICAL SETTING

The portion of the Springer claims mapped is underlain 

by volcanics ranging in composition from dacite to basalt. 

Narrow bands of iron formation occur.between the flows and several of 

these bands os ve been traced across the property. In the clearing 

surrounding the shaft the iron formations are discontinuous and average 

less than 3 feet in thickness. The discontinuity vof. the bands hjas
t *

*been produced during the folding and subsequent adjustments along 

faults. The volcanics and iron formations are out by dykes and irreg 

ular small bodies of diorite, quartz porphyry and feldspar porphyry.
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The volcanics and interlayered iron-bearing sediments . 

strike on the average K. 25 to 30 B. and dip steeply towards 

the northwest in the vicinity of the main showings* Hear the
e~

northeast corner of the caAlms the strike swings to fi* 50 S. 

These broad swings and local variations were produced in part 

daring the folding of the series and in part by later adjust 

ments along shears.

Shearing occurred in three import&ici directions. (1) 

slippage along flow contacts end iron formation bands, (2) 

shears striking K. 80 to 85 K. and dipping steeply northwar^, 

(3) shears striking northeastwards and dipping steeply* The 

Springer showings appear to be related closely to the shears of the 

last set. Three of these northeast striking shears are indicated 

to be present by discolorstions of the iron formations and flows 

and by pronounced depressions in the topography. What appears to be 

the most important of the shears of this set lies 150 to 200 feet 

southeast of the shaft. This shear zone is marked by a pronounced 

swamp-filled straight depression. Jhe Ho* 6 vein showings lie Just 

to the north and strike into it towards the east. A second through-going 

straight depression with the same general trend is about 525 feet 

to the northwest* A third depression lies 250 feet still farther toward 

the northwest. The evidence for the existence of the last two shear 

zones is less perfect but is considered to be sufficiently strong to 

justify investigation of them at selected points for possible gold 

deposits, as will be explained in a later section of this report. 

On each of these shears the evidence points to a displacement of the 

northwest side towards the south-west.
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GOLP-BEARIHG 7EIHS

Gold-bearing quartz veins are exposed at several 

points on the property. Those which appear to us to deserve 

farther attention vi11 be described briefly. 

Vein Ho. 6

This is the most important occurrence ezpoied to
* *

date* It lies a little to the north of the southermost of 

the three shears mentioned above* Trenching has exposed it 

at intervals over a total length of 340 feet* At the south- 

east limit of the exposed section the strike is S 58 W and 

the dip 70 to the north, but 40 feet to the west it begins to swing to 

wards the north and does so progressively till near the north 

end it strikes northwest and dips steeply towards the northeast* 

The width of the quarts is quite variable, averaging from a 

fraction of an inch to 7 feet. Many local irregularities are exhibited, 

especially where it crosses sheared zones in the andesite walls* 

The greatest widths occur near the southeast end* Results of 

sampling, as presented on a map by K* Carmichael, show this to be
t

the richest section also. A length of 55 feet is reported to 

average ^15.00 over 8.1 feet average width* The main ribbon of 

quartz would not average 8 feet in that section, so it would 

appear that enough stringers occur in the vein walls locally to 

raise the grade to a mineable value beyond the central section*

The vein is composed of quartz of fine to medium ' 

grain and milky to waxy appeerance. It contains, in addition, 

seams of tourmaline, chlorite and carbonates and small amounts
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of sulphides - mainly pyrrhotite in seams and scattered grains* 

Visible gold is fairly abundant in the southern section*

An important feature of this vein is its relation to 

the shear indicated along the valley to the south. Very probably 

the vein fracture resulted from movements along the 6u:**r. The 

limited amount of diamond drilling done, shows the existence of 

other gold-bearing veins to the south. The drill core is not 

available but from the information at hand it appears possible 

that the main break was not cut by any other of the holes. We 

consider the.t the sub-valley strip offers attractive possibilities 

and are of the opinion that the main cross out on the 125 foot level 

from the shaft now being sunk should be extended aeross the valley, a 

distance of 210 feet, to give a complete cross-section. The best 

section would then be explored by drifting. First drifting, should 

be toward the southwest to explore the ground around the quartz
4 t

porphyry body encountered in the drilling. This rock was not seen, 

but if it is of the same general character as the acid intrusive* 

exposed nearby on the property it may be genetically related to 

the gold-bearing veins in the sense that both may have come from 

the same paient batholith* In that case, mineralicing solutions 

may have risen along and spread fro'ji it through fractures made 

available by adjustment following its injection.

A band of iron formation strikes (12" to 18" wide) in 

a southwesterly direction aeross the shaft, ^long this, some vein 

quartz has been introduced and low gold values occur* While *±.I* 

band could not be traced through to vein #6 due to t*-.., drift corer 

it is undoubtedly cut by vein #6 and the v -j.n matter in it is 

related to that of vein *6.
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Vein B

700 feet to the northeast of vein #6 and about 150 

south of the shear already referred to in connection with vein 

^6 is an irregular quartz vain of similar character and from a 

fraction of an inch to 2 feet in width its general strike is 

B - W, Dip 750H, and it has been traced for about 100 feet. 

Gold is reported to have ben found in this vein, but no assays
' ^

are available. At 100 feet to the south of Vein ^B is a lens 

of quartz of less promising appearance. This lies in a shear 

striking a little west of north, almost at right angles to the 

general trend of ffi A stronger shear to the east follows the 

regional structure along a band of Breccia,

These veins do not appear to be of much importance in 

themselves, but they are suggestive of the importance of the

shear to the northwest as an ore carrier. Investigation of the
^

area should be left till more information is available as to 

the structural relations in the vain Ho* ji section. 

Vein No 11 .

At 1100 feet west of the shaft and near tne edge of 

the clearing as .it present is a pair of veins, .striking at right 

angles to one another. The larger one strikes a little north 

of east ?nd dips north. The other, strikes a little east of south 

fropi the first, and dips 650 B. Both are irregular in detail, 

both as to form and width. They ere similar in composition to 

vains 6 and B and gold hp 3 been reported to occur* A diorite
*~ *

body lying to the west appears to terminate at this exposure*

It forms the vein walls near the Junction. There is also a pecul 

iarly formed dyke of quartz porphyry about a foot vide.
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Here again the veins do not Appear important in 

themselves but they suggest the possibility of the existence 

of ore in a shear to the northwest* This could be tested at 

small cost by a diamond drill hole from station B toward the 

southeast at 30O , length 200 feet. 

Vein Ho. 5

The south end of this vein lies 900 feet northwest 

of the shaft. It is the largest vein exposed, averaging 4 feet of 

solid quartz over a considerable length* The length- proved by 

trenching is 430 feet. Like the other veins, it bends sherply in 

places and is variable in width. The longest straight section 

strikes a little west of north and dips 75O toward the east* 

In general appearance and composition, this vein does not differ 

greatly from the others described. The quartz is slightly coarser than 

the average for vein 6 and it shows less sheeting. Sulphides are soant 

and no gold was seen. Gold values are said to be very low. 

Vein B

At 550 feet in direction H 750 W from the shaft is a 

belt of heavy gossan, which at one point has been blasted oat
*

to show quartz with pyrite in liberal amounts and some pyrrhotite; 

oxidation is fairly deep and trenching to provide satisfactory surfaces 

for sampling would be fairly expensive, but the showing is sufficiently 

attractive to be investigated further. A diamond drill hole from the 

north side would do this most satisfactorily. The hole should be ex-* 

tended to out a shear zone indicated to be present to the south. 

A hole about 200 feet in length would be required. There is a possible 

width of more than 30 feet of the oxidized matter. Twenty feet 

can be seen. Some iron formation is involved.
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Vein F

At 800 feet in direction S 600 W from the shaft a 

series of quartz (jenses in a much crumpled schist zone extends 

to the north edge of th, outcrop. Hear the north edge a lens ap to 

10 inches wide shows dark seams and in general a rather promising 

appearance. This vein has not been properly sampled* 

One or two pop shots should be put in to provide fresh surfaces 

from which smaples should be cut. If gold is found to be present, 

the northwestward extension should be tested by drilling.
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